Park Pause
In this often hectic world, taking time to be in nature, and to ‘be in the moment’, has
been shown to benefit health and wellbeing and reduce stress.
Here you will find eight activities you can try in most parks or large, green open
spaces (weather permitting).
If you are new to activities like these, you will most probably find your mind
wondering. This is completely normal. A recent study showed the average person
has over 6,000 thoughts every day!
Whenever you notice your mind has wondered, simply acknowledge it has and
refocus. It is important you do not judge or criticise yourself when this happens.
The fact you have noticed is an important part of the practice.

You can think of these activities a bit like exercises for the brain - the
more often you try them, the longer you will be able to focus,
increasingly enhancing your health and wellbeing.
And, you don’t even have to enjoy doing the activities to benefit
from them (but you may well find you do!).
You may also like to try our further suggestions in the
additional wellbeing activities booklet.
Appropriate caution should be used when attempting these
activities. If you have concerns over your own or someone else’s
mental or physical health, you should always consult a medical professional.

Please remember your social distancing
and to wash your hands…

⇔

To help you stay safe, please:


Always follow current government guidance with regards to Covid-19,
including Hands, Face, Space where necessary.



Choose your location(s) carefully - avoid uneven ground and low branches, be
mindful of other users especially in public places such as dog walkers and
cyclists, and be especially careful near water.



Always dress appropriately for the weather and do not carry out outdoor
activities during dangerous weather, such as strong winds, thunderstorms,
heavy rain or snow.



Be especially mindful of keeping safe if carrying out activities including smell,
touch and taste - never touch, smell or taste any plants or anything in nature
if you are not sure what it is or know that it is safe to do so.



Never look directly at the sun

Please remember your social distancing
and to wash your hands…

⇔

1. Breathe
Paying attention how you breathe can
focus the mind and calm the body.
This simple, calming breath technique
can be done anywhere.
Try incorporating it into your daily
routine for increased benefits.

What to do:
1. In a comfortable position, with your feet hip-width
apart, gently inhale through your nose.
2. Without forcing, allow your breath to flow as
deep into your belly as is comfortable.
3. Gently exhale through your mouth.
4. Repeat for three to five minutes, stopping if
you feel light-headed at any time.

2. Engage the senses
Bringing our attention to the senses
is a great way of being in the present.
Again, this can be done anywhere,
in your home.

even

What to do:
Take each of your senses in turn and try and find:


Five things you can see



Four things you can hear



Three things you can (safely) smell



Two things you can (safely) touch



One thing you can (safely) taste

3. Look for a rainbow

Focusing on finding specific colours can help us spot things
we might normally pass by and is another great activity for
being in the moment.
What to do:
Take each colour of the rainbow in turn
and try to spot an item of that colour maybe a petal, part of a leaf or an animal.

4. Observe the clouds
Spending time
watching clouds is
another great way to
be in the moment. If it
is a cloudless day, save
this activity for another
time...

What to do:
1. Find a comfortable, safe place to stand,
sit or lie.
2. Being careful not to look at the sun,
observe a cloud until it completely
changes shape or disappears from view.

3. Repeat as many times as you like.

5. Watch an animal
Focusing attention on something
you might usually only fleetingly
notice, is another great way to be
in the moment.

Comma butterfly

What to do:
1. Find an animal to watch. If it is cold or rainy, you may
need to ‘get your eye in’, which means looking really
closely at trees, the sky or soil to spot an animal.
2. Observe and watch your animal. Is it making
a noise? Is it moving? Can you see its
mouthparts? Legs? Wings? Eyes?
If there are no animals around, simply focus
on a tree, leaf or even a single blade of grass.
3. Try to focus for around two to three minutes.
If you notice your mind wondering, simply refocus.

6. Soundscape
Focusing on sounds is yet
another great way of
connecting with nature and
being in the moment.
What to do:
1. Find a comfortable, safe place to stand or sit.
1. Focus on any sounds you can hear. Lowering
your gaze can help with listening.
3. After a while, you may start to notice more
distant sounds.
4. Try and focus for two to five minutes. If
you find your mind wondering, simply
refocus.

7. Negative spaces
Focusing on spaces
between objects, rather
than on the objects is said
to help shift perspective
and increase creativity.

What to do:
1. Find a comfortable, safe place to stand
or sit.
2.

Being careful not to look at the sun,
choose a nearby tree and observe the
spaces created between its leaves and
branches.

3.

Try and focus for two to five minutes. If you
find your mind wondering, simply refocus.

8. Beautiful bark
Focusing attention on the bark
of trees is another great way to
connect with nature and be in
the moment.
What to do:
1. Observe the bark on a tree.
2. Does it look different close up? Does anything
surprise you? Are there different colours?
Textures? Is there any moss? Lichen?
Animals? Webs?
3. Try to focus for two minutes. If you find
your mind wondering, simply refocus.
4. If there are other trees around, repeat as
many times as you like. You may be surprised by
the variety of bark textures, if you have not observed
them closely before now…

